
White Cranes 
    

 

I have long been fascinated with the secretive aspect of karate known as The White Crane. 

Obviously, the Chinese White Crane system is the source of the Okinawan kata bearing their name, but 

the details are much more complicated. In a 1995 Budo Dojo article, Sensei Ronald Lindsey makes these 

important points:  

• The Matsumura Hakutsuru system is different from Gokenki’s Kingai-ryu White Crane 

and is not a direct descendant of Fukien White Crane. It is probably from the White Crane fist of 

the Shaolin Five Animal Ancestral Fist, itself a descendent of Fukien White Crane 

• There are four Crane systems: (1) Ancestral Crane (Zong He /Shu Tsuru), a.k.a. 

Sleeping or Night Crane (Su He), Trembling or Shaking Crane (Zhan He), (2) Shouting Crane 

(Ming He/Mei Tsuru), (3) Eating or Morning Crane (Shi He/Shoku Tsuru), and (4) Flying Crane 

(Fei He/Hi Tsuru) 

• Flying Crane appears to be immediate ancestor of Naha styles (although other Cranes 

styles have also influenced them) 

• History tells us that Matsumura (1797-1889) started studying at age 13 under Sakugawa 

(1733-1815), which meant that he could have studied under Sakugawa for only five years. Others 

say that Chojun MAKABE (1738-1823), a student of Sakugawa, was the instructor of 

Matsumura. We do not know if Matsumura’s White Crane influence came from one of these two 

men, both, or neither 

• Matsumura also studied under Chinto who was supposedly associated with the Five 

Ancestral Fist. This is why Gankaku (Chinto) kata contains so many crane movements 

• In The Bubishi (ancient book of White Crane) there is a reference to a connection 

between Gojushiho and Hakutsuru. Some think that Hakutsuru in a continuation of Gojushiho, 

providing follow-up techniques 

• Both Gojushiho and Naihanchi are from the same Chinese source and can be considered 

White Crane kata 

• Finally, GoKenKi’s Kingai Ryu is the influence on Hohan Soken’s Matsumura 

Orthodox and Kenwa Mabuni’s Shito-ryu. Soken added the kata So Hakutsuru, Tan Hakutsuru, 

San He, Doken Sanchin, Ryu Sho Ken, Rokishu and others. 

* 

 Simple enough for you? I regularly practice variations of four White Crane kata as well as those 

traditional kata from more standard Okinawan/Japanese systems that have the crane influence, not only 

Gankaku and Rohai, but also the Uechi forms. The kata from the more familiar systems seem to make 

sense to me, but some of the light, away-from-the-body movements of the more esoteric White Crane 



kata still appear to be dance movements that might be good for balance and muscle-control, but either do 

not have a practical application or disguise it quite successfully. This is why the fascination continues. 

 

 

 


